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Representations of a comtrans algebra are equivalent to representations of an associative 
universal enveloping algebra. The structure of the universal enveloping algebra is described. 
1. Introduction 
A corntrans algebra E over a commutative ring R with 1 is an R-module E 
equipped with two trilinear operations, called the commutator 
[,,]:E’+E, (x3 .Y? 2) -lx, Y, 21 (1.1) 
and the translator 
(1.2) 
such that the commutator satisfies left alternativity 
[x, x, z] = 0 1 (1.3) 
the translator satisfies the Jacobi identity 
(L Y, 2) + (y, 2, x> + (2, x, y> = 0, (1.4) 
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and together the commutator and translator satisfy the comtrans identity 
Comtrans algebras were introduced in [9] as part of the solution to a problem in 
differential geometry ([l, Problem X.3.91 and [5, p. 161): finding the algebraic 
structure in the tangent bundle that locally determines the coordinate n-ary loop 
of an (n + 1)-web [2, Section 3.71. Roughly speaking, the relationship of com- 
trans algebras to smooth 3-100~s is analogous to the relationship of Lie algebras to 
Lie groups. 
This paper is part of a program (cf. [6]) beginning an abstract algebraic study of 
comtrans algebras. The purpose here is to establish the framework for the 
representation theory of comtrans algebras. The categorical concept of abelian 
groups in the comma category of comtrans algebras over a given comtrans algebra 
E furnishes the basic definition of E-modules. Using centrality theory from the 
universal algebraic field of Mal’cev varieties (cf. (7]), a more elementary descrip- 
tion of E-modules is given in Theorem 2.9. In passing, the second section also 
discusses some of the details of centrality as they apply to comtrans algebras. The 
third section, leading up to Theorem 3.10, shows how the representation theory 
of a comtrans algebra E is equivalent to the representation theory of an 
associative universal enveloping algebra fi, of E. The fourth section is devoted to 
the proof of Theorem 4.5, which identifies the universal enveloping algebra of a 
comtrans algebra E over a field as the tensor algebra over (E A E)B 
(EC3 E)@(ECS E). 
2. Centrality 
In the representation theory of algebras of various types, centrality plays an 
important role (often taken for granted): a module for an algebra E may be 
defined via an extension algebra with a self-centralizing congruence furnishing the 
algebra E as a quotient (cf. [S, 3.11). Centrality as applied to comtrans algebras 
will be described in this section, and related to the representation theory. The 
fundamental concept in centrality theory is the centralization of one congruence 
by another. 
Definition 2.1 [7, 2111. Let E be an algebra. Let P,-y be congruences on E, and let 
(y(P) be a congruence on p. Then y is said to centralize ,t3 by means of the 
centreing congruence (y I/3) iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(CO) (x3 Y)(YlP)W .Y’)+xV’. 
(Cl) V(x, y) E p, nTT(I : (x, y)(““,.‘, (x’, y’)~x’ bijects. 
(C2) The following three conditions are satisfied: 
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(RR) Wx, Y)E Y> (x, x)(YIP)(Y, YL 
W) (x> YKY~PW Y'>+(Y, +YIP)(Y: x’>, 
WV (~~y)(yl~)(X’,y’)and(y,z)(yl~)(y’,z’)~(x,z)(yl~)(x’,z’). 
Conditions (RR), (RS), and (RT) respectively are known as respect for the 
reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity of fi. (C2) is called respect for equivalence. 
The general conditions of Definition 2.1 reduce considerably for comtrans 
algebras. 
Proposition 2.2. Let E be a comtrans algebra over a commutative ring with 
identity, and let y and p be congruences on E. Then y centralizes /3 iff for every 
b E O”, c E 0’ and z E E, the following conditions are satisfied: 
[b, c, z] = 0, 
(b, c, z) = 0, 
(z,c,b)=O, 
(c, b,z) =O, 
(z, b,c) =O. 
(2.1) 
(24 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Proof. We first claim that if (2.1)-(2.5) are true, then for any permutation 
(X, Y, Z) of (O”, 0’7 E), we have [X, Y, Z] = (X, Y, Z) = 0. 
This is true because of the identities: 
[c, b, z] = -[b, c, z] = 0, 
[z, c, b] = -[b, c, z] + (b, c, z) + (z, c, b) =O, 
[c, z, b] = -[t, c, b] = 0, 
[z, b, c] = -[c, b, z] + (z, b, c) + (c, b, z) = 0, 
(6, z, c) = -(z, c, b) -(c, 6, z) =O, 
(c,z,b)=-(z,b,c)-(b,c,z)=O. 
If y centralizes p, then Vb E O”, Vc E Oy, Vz E E, we have: 
(b, 0) (YIP) (b, 0) 
cc, c> (YIP) (O>O> 
(27 2) (YIP) (23 z> 
(lb, c, zlto) (YIP) VAO> 
whence [b, c, z] = 0. Equations (2.2)-(2.5) are derived similarly. 
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We now suppose that (2.1)-(2.5) are true. We define a relation n on p by 
(x,y)rl(z,t)iffx-y=z-t~O”andx-z=y-t~O~.Itiseasytocheckthatrl 
is an equivalence relation on p. To prove that n preserves addition and scalar 
multiplication is straightforward. To see that n is a congruence on p, we only 
need to see that it preserves the operations of commutator and translator on 
p. Suppose (x,, y,)n(z,, t,) for 15 i 5 3. Since p is a congruence on E, we 
have [x,, x2, x3] - [y,, y,, y3] EO” and [z,, z,, z71 - [t,, &, f31 ~0’. Sinlilarly, 
[~I,~2,~,]-[z,?z?7 ~~~EO~and[y,,y,,y~l-~~,~~~~~~l~O~. Now 
[x, -Y,, x,7 xi1 - [z, - t,1 223 231 
= [X, - YI, XZ’XJ- [2, - t,, X?, xi1 
+ [z, - t, 3 x2 -z2,Xi]+[Z, --,,Z2?Xj-Zjl=()? 
since x, - y, = 2, - t,, 2, - f, E 0”. x, - z2 E 0’ and xi - z3 E 0’. The equations 
]Y,, xZ -Y,, ql- if,, z2 - t,, 4 =O and [Y,, yZr x3 - y31 - [r,, f2, zj - f31 =O 
are proved similarly. Then 
LX,? x1, x31 - [Y,, Y2r Y31 - [z,, 225 231 + [f,? 53 f31 
= [X, - y,, X_?> +I - [z, - t,,z,,z,l+[Y,.x,-Yz,x,l 
-[~,.Z~-f7rZil+[Y,.Y2~~?-Yy.il-[~l.~~~Z3-~il=0. 
so that 
Similarly 
Therefore, 7 is a congruence on p. To prove that q satisfies (CO)-(C2) is 
straightforward. Thus y centralizes /3 by means of the centreing congruence 7. q 
A variety of algebras E is called a Mal’cev variety if there is a derived operation 
P, the Mul’cev parallelogram, satisfying the identities 
(x, y, y>P = x = (Y, y, x)P 
For comtrans algebras, one may take (x, y, z) P = x - y + z. Given a congruence 
y on an algebra E in a Mal’cev variety, there is a unique maximal congruence p 
centralized by y (7, 2281. Zf y is the largest congruence E x E on E, this maximal 
centralized congruence p is called the center congruence c(E) of E. The center 
congruence of a comtrans algebra may be characterized quite simply. 
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Proposition 2.3. Let E be a comtrans algebra, and let 
p = {(x, y) E E x E 1 Vz, E E, [x - y, z, , zl] = 0 and 
(x-YJ,, z2) =0 and (z,,z,,x-y) =O}. 
Then p is the center congruence on E. 
Proof. First note that if (x, y) E p, say with x - y = z,, then for zz,zi E E and a 
permutation TE {1,2,3}!, we have [z,,, z?~, z~,,] = (z,,, z?,, z3,) = 0. This is 
easy to check by using the identities for comtrans algebras. The set /3 is clearly an 
R-module congruence on E. If (xi, y,)E p for i = 1,2,3, then ([x,, x2, x,], 
[Y, T Y?. Yd E Pl and ((x,.~~,~~),(y,~y~~y~))Ep, since [~,~~2,~31- 
[Yl? Y2’ Y,l = [Xl ~ y,,x,,~,]+[y,,~~-~~,~~l+[y,, Y~~x~-Y,I=~ and simi- 
larly (x, , x,, x,) - ( y,, y2, y7) = 0. Thus p is a comtrans algebra congruence on 
E. By Proposition 2.2, E x E centralizes p. Finally, we claim that /3 is the 
maximal congruence which is centralized by E X E. Suppose p’ is a congruence 
on E centralized by E x E. For (x, y) E p’, we have x - y E 0”‘. By Proposition 
2.2, [x-y, z,,z?]= (x-y,z,,z?) = (z~,z,,x-y) =0 for all z,,z2E E. This 
implies that (x, y) E p, hence p’ 5 p. Thus p is the center congruence on E. 0 
The specification of the center congruence given in Proposition 2.3 will 
motivate the description of the universal enveloping algebra in subsequent 
sections. 
For a commutative ring R with 1, recall that an R-module A is a set A with 
maps 0 : {l} = A”* A, - :A+A,+:A’+A,andh:A+A(hER)suchthat 
various identities are satisfied. These identities may be expressed as the commut- 
ing of certain diagrams in the category Set of sets. 
The most general definition of module available is that of an “abelian group in 
the comma category over an object” [4, p. 5.151. Since this definition provides the 
basic conceptual framework for the representation theory of comtrans algebras, 
we will give an appropriate version of the definition. 
Definition 2.4. Let R-CT (or just CT) be the category of comtrans algebras over a 
commutative ring R with 1. Let E be a member of R-CT. The comma category 
R-CT/E (or just CT/E) of comtrans algebras over E has as objects CT- 
morphisms C+ E, and as morphisms (denoted (C+ E)+ (C’- E) or more 
briefly C* C’) CT-morphisms f : C+ C’ such that the diagram 
commutes (cf. [8, 3.11). 
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Remark 2.5. There are finite products in CT/E. The product of m, : A, + E and 
rz . . A,+ E is given by the pullback [3, Section 211 
i.e. A, x6.Az = {(a,, a?) E A, x A2 ) a, 7~~ = a,~-~} with A, xKA2+ E, 
(a,7 U2)HU,5T, = u75TTT?. he empty product is the terminal object of CT/E, the 
object to which there is a morphism from each object in the category. This is the 
identity morphism 1, : E-+ E, for from any comtrans algebra n : C-+ E over E 
the CT-morphism n : C-t E is a CT/E-morphism. 
Definition 2.6. An E-module is an R-module in CT/E, i.e. an object A* E of 
CT/E equipped with CT/E-morphisms 0, : E+ A, - : A+ A, + : A X, A+ A 
and h : A-, A (for A E R) such that the R-module identity diagrams commute. 
An E-morphism or E-module morphism f : A * B between E-modules is a 
CT/E-morphism such that +f= (f xEf)+, -f=f-, O,f= O,, and Af=fA (for 
A E R). The category A@CT/ E of E-modules has E-modules as its objects and 
E-morphisms between them as its morphisms. 
The relationship between representation theory and centrality may now be 
presented. Specifically, there is an equivalence between E-modules and self- 
centralizing congruences furnishing E as a quotient. This relationship holds 
generally in the context of Mal’cev varieties. It was described in detail [8, 3.11 in 
the context of quasigroups. Since the details there carry over, the results below, 
formulated for comtrans algebras, are stated without proof. 
Proposition 2.7. Let (Y be the kernel of the CT-morphism A+ E furnished by 
an E-module A + E. Let ((~/a) be the kernel of the subtraction morphism 
- : A X, A * A. Then (LX Icy) is the (unique) centreing congruence by which a 
centralizes itself. 0 
Corollary 2.8. (a) For a,~’ in A with ucya’, (u”Or, u)(ajo)(u’, a + a’). 
(b) ABCTIE is a full subcategory of CT/E. i.e. every CT/ E-morphism 
between E-modules is un E-morphism. 0 
Theorem 2.9. Let A --+ E be an E-module. Then A -+ E is an epimorphism in CT, 
say with kernel congruence (Y. Identifying A” with E via the natural isomorphism, 
the CT I E-objects 
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and A+ E are isomorphic. Conversely, if a comtrans algebra A has a self- 
centralizing congruence a for which the quotient A” is (identified via a natural 
isomorphism with) E, then (2.6) is an E-module. II 
3. Comtrans modules and enveloping algebras 
The aim of this section is to present the key result showing how the representa- 
tion theory of a comtrans algebra E is equivalent to the representation theory of 
an associative universal enveloping algebra ME. Let E be a comtrans algebra over 
a commutative ring R. For (x, y) E E x E, there are three R-module endomor- 
phisms defined as follows: 
K(x,y): E-E, e ++ [e, x, y] , (3.1) 
R(x, y) : E-+ E , e-(e,x, y), (3.2) 
L(x, y) : E+ E , e-(y,x,e). (3.3) 
Let M, be the subalgebra of the module endomorphism algebra End,E generated 
by { K(x, y), R(x, y), L(x, y) ( x,y E E}. The algebra M, is called the enveloping 
algebra of E. (The choice of (3.1)-(3.3) 1s motivated by Proposition 2.3.) The 
typical element of M, may be written as 
171 
c r,c,, (x,, 3 Y,l > . . . c,,,p,,?(~ Y,,,,) 3 (3.4) 
,=I 
with r,ER, with x,,,y,,E E, and with C,,(x,,, y,,)E {K(X,, y,,), R(x,,, Y,,), 
L(x,, , y,,)}. A product C,(x, , y ,) . . . C,,(x,, , y,,) will also be abbreviated as 
C](x,, Yl)? . . , CL YJI or CL 2 GL YJI or C. F or e in E and C in M,, there 
is then a comtrans word W,. such that eC[(x,, y,), . . (x,,, y,,)] = 
Wc(e,x,, y,, . . .x,,, y,,). Inductively, one has 
W,(e) = e , 
wcm ,,,,.~,,,,,(e,x,,~,,...,x,,,~,,,x,,+~,~,,+,) 
=[W~.(~,~,,Y~,...,X,,,Y,,)~~,~+~,Y,~+,~~ 
WRcl- ,,,,. ~,,,,,(e+ y,. . . 4, y,,4,+,, y,,+J 
=(W,.(e,x,,~,,...,x,,~,,),x,,+,,y,,+,), 
and 
WC.L~x,,,,.~,,+,,(e~xl~yl~...~x,,~y,,~x,~+i~y,,+l) 
= (y,l+,,xn+,, WJe,x,, y,, . . . ?x,,, r,,>) .
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A CT-epimorphism S : E --, F induces an associative algebra epimorphism 
M,j : M, -+ M,. , Cl. . . 1 (x,,, YJI - Cl. . 1 (x,,O* Y,,@l . (3.5) 
The enveloping algebra construction thus leads to a functor M. from the 
category of comtrans algebra epimorphisms to the category of associative alge- 
bras. Unfortunately, the functor M. does not extend to a functor from the full 
category CT of comtrans algebras and comtrans homomorphisms to the category 
of associative algebras. 
Example 3.1. Over a held @, take E = @f and F = @e $ 4f’ with [e, f’, f’] = 
-( f’, e, f’) = (e, f’, f’) = -(f”. e, f’) = e and the other basic commutators 
and translators being zero. Take 0 as the linear mapping 
0:E+F, f-f’. 
Note 0 is a comtrans morphism, and K( f, f) = 0, but K( f, f)M, = K( f’, f’) # 0. 
Thus M. is not a functor from the category @-CT to the category of associative 
@-algebras. 
To overcome this failure, one may assign an R-algebra fi, to E such that M, is 
a quotient of &‘,, and such that the assignment 4. from the category R-CT to the 
category of R-algebras is functorial. 
For an object E of R-CT, let E[X] be the coproduct in R-CT of E with the free 
comtrans algebra (X) on the singleton {X}. (Note that R-CT is cocomplete [3, 
32.141.) 
The following diagram commutes: 
E AE[X]a(X) X 
Note Lo embeds E. One may thus identify E with its image ELM in E[X]. The 
universal enveloping algebra 16, of E is then defined to be the subalgebra of 
End,E[X] generated by {K(_x, y>_. R(x.2). L(x. y) ] x,y E E}. If 0 : E-+ F is a 
comtrans morphism, define M, : MP_+ M,. by (3.5) and linearity. 
Proposition 3.2. The assignment A?. gives u functor from R-CT to the category of 
R-algebras. 
Proof. Given a comtrans morphism 0 : E* F, it must be shown that 
A?,, : fir,-+ 6,. is a well-defined R-algebra homomorphism. To see that fi,, is 
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well-defined, suppose that c:‘l, riC, = ~~~, ri Ci in 16,. Then X c :‘l, r,C, = 
XC;:, Y;CJ implies C:‘I, Y,W,.~(X,. . .)=CT!, rlWc.;(X,. . .). ForfEF[X], one 
then has 
VI 
=: ’ 
r, W,. (X, . . .>(O * (X-f)) 
I?! 
= c r; W,..(X. . . .)(O * (X-f)) 
so that Cy1, r,C,k,, = Cyl, ~;c;iz/“I,,, - and M,, is well-defined. The remaining 
verifications are straightforward. 0 
The first result connecting representations of E and of &‘, shows that E- 
modules furnish ME-modules. 
Proposition 3.3. Let A 4 
a right $,-module. 
E be an E-module. Then the kernel V = K’(O) of rr is 
Proof. Since the diagram 
(‘1. 
E-A 
‘I. ! I 77 
E-E 
‘I 
commutes, 0, embeds E. One may thus identify E with its image EO, in A. 
Moreover, one can identify fi, with G,,, in G,,. For a,b E A, one has 
VC(a, b) & V, so VM, c V. Hence Vfi, Lb, and V becomes a right k,- 
module. 0 
Conversely, given an 6,-module, a corresponding E-module will be built. To 
begin, note the identity 
K(x, x) = R(x, x) + L(x, x) (3.6) 
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connecting (3.1)-(3.3), which follows from [z, x, x] = (z, x, x) + (x, x, z). Let 
fi,-Mod denote the category of right hrl,-modules. 
Proposition 3.4. For V E GE-Mod, there is a comtrans algebra V 3 E over R with 
underlying set V x E such that: 
(4 (9, e,) + (VI, e7_) = (u, + u2, e, + ez), 
(b) r(v, e) = (ru, re) for r E R, 
(4 [(u, 3 e,h (u2, e2>? (u,, edl 
= (v,K(e,, e3> - UAe,, e,> - vJ(e,, e,> 
+ vIUe2, e,) + vIR(e2, e,>, [e,, el, ed , 
Cd) ((u,, e,), (u2, ezjl (u3, eJ) 
= (u,R(el, e,> - @(e,, e,> - G(e,, 4 
+ yAe,, e,), (e,, e2, q)). 
Proof. Clearly V 3 E is an R-module. We verify that V 7 E satisfies the identities 
for a comtrans algebra. For the left alternativity, 
[(VI) e,), (u, 1 e,>, (u,, 41 
= (v,(We,, e3>> + v2(-Kh 0 
+v,(-K(e,,e,)+R(e,,e,)+L(e,,e,)),[e,,e,,e,l) 
= (Q, 0) 
by (3.6). For the Jacobi identity, 
((VI? eA (u,~ e,L (~~4)) 
+ ((u,, e,>, (u,, e,), (u,, e,)) 
+ ((u,, e,), (VI3 e,>, (u2, e,)) 
= (u,(Ne,, e3) - We,, e3> + L(e,, e2> - L(e,, e,)) 
+ u,(R(e,, e,> - We,, e,> +Ue,, e3> - -Ue,, e,>> 
+ U3(L(e2, e,) - L(e,, e,) + We,, 4 - We,, e,>>, 
(e,, eZ3 e,> +(e2, e3, e,> +(e,, e,, e?)) 
= (0,O) 
For the comtrans identity, 
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[(u,, e,>, (uz7 e,>, (u13 e,)l- ((u,, e,>, (u,, eZ>, (u,, e,)) 
= (G%, e,) - K(e,, e,) + UeZ, e,) - Ue,, e,) + We,, e,) 
-We,, e,)) + G-W e,, e,) + We,, e,> +L(e,, e,)), 
[e,, el, e,l- (e,, e2, e,)> 
= (O,O> 
by (3.4). One may also verify that the commutator and translator are trilinear. 
For example, 
[(u, 9 e,> +(u,, e,>, (u3, e,), Cud3 e4)1 
= ((u, + udK(e,, e,> - u&e, + e2, e4> - u4K(e,, e, + e?> 
+ u4Ue,, e, + e,> +u&e,, e, + e,), 
h e3, eJ + [e2, e3, eJ> 
= @Me,, e,> - uJ( e,, e,> - u4K(e,, e,> +u+Ue,, e,) 
+ u&e,, e,> +UXe,, e,> - UJ(e,, e,> - U4K(e,, 4
+ U4L(e,, e2> +UJ(e,, ed, 
[e,, e3? cl + [e,, e3’ e,l> 
= [(ul) e,>, (u3, e,>, Cud3 e,>l+ [(u2, e,>, (u3, e,), (u,, e,>l ,
and for r E R. one has 
yL(u13 e,>, (uz, e2>, (ui7 41 
= (ru,K(e,, e3> - ru,K(e,, e,> - ru,K(e,, e,> 
+ n$(e,, e,) + ru,R(e,, e,), 
de, 7 e2, 4) 
= (rU,K(ez, e3> - uJ(re,, e,) - U3K(e,, re,) 
+ u&(e,, Ye,> - U3Ne2, re,>, 
[ re, T 6, cd 
= [r(u,, eA (5 eA b edI. 
Thus V II E is a comtrans algebra over R. q 
Define 7~ : V 7 E+ E, (u, e)- e. Note that n is a CT-morphism. Thus 
(n-:VIlE*E)ECT/E. 
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Proposition 3.5. If V is an : V E is 
Let cy be the kernel congruence of 7~ : V 7 E+ E. Define (ala) on a by 
((u,, e), (u,, e))(nla)((u,, e), (u4, e)> e u, - u, = q - uj. 
Then cx is self-centralizing by (ala). By Theorem 2.9, (2.6) is an E-module, and 
there is an isomorphism (Y(~‘~)+ V ? E, ((u,, e), (u2, e)) (4*) H(u, - u?, e). •i 
The passages from E-modules to fi,-modules and back given by Propositions 
3.3 and 3.5 will now be extended to functors T : A @CT JE* $,-Mod and 
S : fi,-Mod+ A@CT/E that ultimately (Theorem 3.10) yield a category equiva- 
lence. For an E-module 7~ : A-+ E, define T(r : A+ E) to be the M,-module 
V= F’(0) given by Proposition 3.3. For an E-module morphism 
define T(H) : n;‘(O)-+ T;’ (0) to be the restriction of 13. 
Proposition 3.6. T : A @ CT I E-t M,-Mod is a functor. 
Proof. The main thing to check is that T(0) is a well-defined right &,-module 
morphism. For V E r,‘(O), V&r, = Vz-, = 0, so T(0) is well defined. It is clearly 
an R-module homomorphism. It remains to verify 
(uC)T(B) = (uT(B))C (3.7) 
for u E n T ’ (0) and C E fi,. This will be done inductively on the length n of 
C= C[(x,, Y,>, . . . > (x,,, y,,)]. If n = 0, (3.7) is immediate. Suppose that (3.7) 
holds for a fixed n, and 
c=c[(x,~y,),...~(~,,~Y,~)~(~,,+,~Y,,+,)l 
= D[(x,, Y,>> . . > (x,I> Y,,>l”m . 
If 16 = KG,,,,, y,,,,), then 
(uC)T(0) = (UC)@ = [uDofi]B 
= [UD> x,,+,, Y,1*,1@ = [uD@ X,,+,@ Y,,+,~l 
= [use, x,+,0 - x,,+1 +x,,+,, Y,l+,e - Y,l+l + Y,z+,l 
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by Proposition 2.7. identifying E with its images under 0 : E+ A, and 
0 : E + A,. For e E E, one has e = en, = eon-? and e = er?. This implies (et9 - 
ejnz = 0, so e0 - e E ?r,!(Oj. Thus 
(uC>T(B) =[U@Dl x,,+,. Y,,+,l + [UBD? X,,+,O - X,z+l> Y,,+,l 
+[ueD,x,,+,e-x,,+,lY,,+,e-Y,,+,l 
+ IuOD, x,,+11 Y,,+,B -Y,,+,l 
= [u0D,x,,+,, y,,+,]=uUIGz=uec=(uz-(B))c. 
For KG = R(x,, + , , Y,,+,) and m = NY,+,, y,,+,), the proofs are similar. The re- 
maining functoriality properties are straightforward. q 
For an &,-module V, define S(V) to be the E-module 7~ : V 7 E+ E given 
by Proposition 3.5. For an @,-module morphism 0 : u, --, u,, define 
S(0): V, 7 E-V2 7 E, (u, e)-(u0, e). 
Proposition 3.7. S : ML--Mod+ A@CT/E is a functor. 
Proof. The main thing to check is that S(0) is an E-module morphism. It is 
clearly an R-module homomorphism. For (u,, e,), (uz, e,), (u,, ei) E V, 1 E, 
[(U,? e,>, (uzT e,>, (u,> e3)ls(e) 
= (U,K(e,, e,jO - U&e,, e,P - +K(e,, e,>O 
+ U&(e,, e,P + U3R(e2. e,>@ [e,, e2, e31) 
= (u,@K(ez, e3j - uZ@K(e,, e3) - u,BK(e,, e,) 
+ Ui~Uez, e, > + u,@R(e,, e, j, [e,, e3, eJ> 
= [(u,@ e,), (u203 e2>, (u3& e,>l 
=I(u,, e,>s(@>, (~3, e,)s(@>, (u,, e,jS(e)l .
The equation 
is proved similarly. The diagram 
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commutes. Thus S(B) is a CT/E-morphism. By Corollary 2.8, it follows that S(0) 
is an E-module morphism. The remaining functoriality properties are 
straightforward. q 
Lemma 3.8. For each &,-module V, there is a natural M,-module isomorphism 
h, : ToS(V)+ V , (U,O)HU. (3.8) 
Proof. It is straightforward to see that h,. is a natural R-module isomorphism. For 
C = C[(X,, y,), . , (x,,, y,,)] E liTI,, it will be proved inductively on the length y1 
of C that 
(u, 0)C = (UC, 0) (3.9) 
for u E V. If n = 0, (3.9) is immediate. Suppose that (3.9) holds for a fixed n, and 
C=C[(x,,y,),. ,(~,,~Y,,)~(~,,+,~Y,,+,)l=~~~‘.(~~,~Y~~)l”~ 
If t+i = R(x,,,,, y,,,,), then 
(U? o>c = [Cu. O)olm = (UD, O)%,,+,, y,,+,) 
= (W O), (07 x,,+,), (07 Y,,,,)) 
= (uDR(x,,+, , Y,,. , >. 0) = (UC, 0) . 
If 4 = KG,,,,, _Y,~+,) or s = G,,,,, Y,,+ ,), (u, 0)C = (UC, 0) is proved similarly. 
Thus h, is an M,-module isomorphism. 0 
Lemma 3.9. For each E-module T : A+ E, there is a natural E-module iso- 
morphism 
g,:SoT(A)+A, (u, e)+-+u + e. (3.10) 
Proof. Note So T(A) = C’(0) 7 E, and E is identified with its image in A under 
0: E-+ A. Now g, injects, since u+e=O*een=u7r+ea=(u+e)7r=O, 
whence e = 0 and then u = 0. Also g,I surjects, since for a E A, one has a = 
(a -- arr, arr)g,. It remains to be shown that g, is an E-module morphism. By 
Corollary 2.8, it suffices to show that g, is a CT/E-morphism. Clearly g, is an 
R-module morphism. For (u,, e,), (uz, e2), (u,, e,) E C’(O) 1 E, one has 
[(u, 3 e,>, (u2, e,>, (u,. edlg, 
= u,K(e,, e3> - uJ(e,, e3) - u3K(ez3 e,) 
+ uiL(e,, e,) + u3R(e,, e,) + [cl 5 ez, 4 
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= [u,, e,, 4 + [e,, u,, e,l + [e,, e2, 4 + [e, T e2, 4 
= [u, + e,, u2 + e2, u3 + e,] 
= [(u, 3 elk,, (5, e,k,, (u3, e,k,l ) 
the penultimate equality holding since ker(n : A * E) is self-centralizing. The 
equation 
is proved similarly. The diagram 
n-,‘(O) 7 EA A 
I 1 
E 1 t. ‘E 
commutes, since (u, e)g,r=(u + e)r= UT+ er= en. Thus g, is a CTIE- 
morphism, as required. 0 
Theorem 3.10. The categories A@ CTIE of E-modules and A?,-Mod of 6,- 
modules are equivalent via the functors S and T. 
Proof. Given an ABCTIE-morphism 8 : A + A’, the construction (3.10) gives a 
commutative diagram 
Given an &I,-Mod-morphism 4 : V+ V’, the construction (3.8) gives a com- 
mutative diagram 
/Iv I I hv 
d 
V-V’ 
Thus So TF l,@,,,, and To Sr l~,,_~“~. 0 
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4. Structure of the universal enveloping algebra 
The universal enveloping algebra of a comtrans algebra was defined somewhat 
abstractly in the previous section. In this section, an explicit description of the 
universal enveloping algebra as a certain tensor algebra will be given (Theorem 
4.5). 
Let E be a comtrans algebra over a field @. Let the underlying vector space of 
E have basis {e, / j E .I}, where the index set J is totally ordered. Let S = 
{k(ej, ej)T r(e,,, e,), I(e,,, e,) ( i < j; i, j,p,q E I}, and let V be a vector space over 
CD with basis S. By definition, the tensor algebra T(V) based on V is of the form 
T(V)= @a3v,a3v,~~~~cBy,~~~~, 
where V, = V and V,, = 63” V. For q ,p, E @, define 
r c C cv,, C Pie, = C a,P,r(e,, e,) 3 1 
[,I 
(C vi, C B,e,) = C a;Pjl(e,, e,) . 
c. I 
For i > j, define 
k(e,, e,) = -k(e,, e,) + r(e;, ei) + r(e,, e,) + [(c,, e,) + Kc,, e,) 
For i = j, define 
k(e,, e,) = r(ei, c,) + l(c,, e,) . 
Then for CY,,~, E 63, define 
kCC aiet, C @,) = C a,P,k(e,, e,) \ 
‘.I 
Lemma 4.1. For any a E E, 
-k(a, u) + r(a, u) + [(a, u) = 0. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Proof. Let a = C qe, with CY, E @. By (4.2), (4.3) and (4.6), the expression on 
the left of (4.7) is 
-C a,+(et, e,) + C QicyIr(e,, e,> +C ntajf(eJ3 e,) 
‘.I ‘.I I., 
= -2 a,a;k(e,, e,) + 2 a,a,r(e,, e,> +C a,alf(ef~ Ed) 
I%/ "I i-i, 
-C a,+(ei, e,) + C cf,a,r(e;. ej) + C a,atf(et, Ed) 
I=, ,=, ,=, 
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= C a,a,(-k(e,, ei) + r(ei, e,> +Xej2 e,>> 
I#1 
+ C a,aj(-k(e,, e,> +r(ei, e,> +Kc,, e,>) ) 
,=, 
which reduces to 0 by (4.4) and (4.5). El 
Lemma 4.2. There is a comtrans algebra T(V) II E over @ with underlying set 
T(V) x E and: 
(a) (t,, a,) + (t2, a,) = (t, + t,, a, + a,), 
(b) a(t,, a,) = (at,, aa?) for a E @, 
(4 [(t,, a,), (t2, a,), t,, 41 
= (t, @kk(az, 4 - t2@kk(a,, d - f,@k(a,, 0,) 
+t,~f(a,,a,)+t,~r(a,,a,),[a,,a,,a,l>, 
(4 ((f,, 4 (4, CA (c+,a,>) 
=(t,~r(az,a,)-t?~r(u.i,u,)-t2~‘(a,,a,) 
+ t,@Xa,, a,>, (a,, a2, ax)>. 
Proof. Formally, the proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.4, but using Lemma 
4.1 in place of (3.6). 0 
Define A : E- T(V) 7 E, a - (0, a). Note that A is a comtrans morphism, and 
that the following diagram commutes: 
E- E[X] Y-(X) x 
J 
1 I 
J*S 
Ig I 
(4.8) 
T(V) 7 El- T(V) 7 E+-!-- T(V) 7 E (130) 
Lemma 4.3. Let Z = {K(e,, e,), R(e,,,e,), L(e,,, e<,) I i<j; i,j,p,q EJ}. The 
function f:-Z+S, K(e,,e,)-k(e,, e,), R(e,, eq)-r(epr e4L Ue,,, eq)- 
Ke,, 3 eq) is well defined. 
Proof. Suppose K(e,, , e,,) = K(ej3, e,,) E 2. BY (4.8), 
XK(e,,) e,,>A * g = XKGL e,JA * g 
3 [X, e,,, e,,lA * g = [X3 ej2, e,JA * g 
3 [Cl, 01, (0, e,,), (0, e,,>l = [(I, O>, (0, eiJ7 (0, e,,>l 
3 Me,,, e,,), 0) = (k(e,,, ejJ3 0) 
3 k(ei,, e,,) = k(e,,, e,,) . 
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Using the same argument, one can show that for any C(e,,, e,,) = D(e,,, e,,) E 2, 
one has C(e,,, e,,)f= D(e,?, e,,)f, so that f is well defined. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Zf GLo. . .O c,, E FE such that for m f 0, fi,,, E 2, then Xl?, 
0.. .o fi,,,(A*g)=(U,f@- @ U,, f, 0) with the map f of Lemma 4.3. 
Proof. For n = 0, one has Xl E,Xl(A*g) = X(A*g) = (1,O). Suppose that the 
lemma holds for products of at most n factors. For fi,,+, = K(e,, e,), one has 
X~,~.~~~~,,~c/l,+,(A*g) 
=[XU,o.-.~~,,,e~,e,]A*g 
= [Xfi, 0.. .o c,,A * g, e,A * g, ejA * g] 
= [(fi,f @...a fi,,f,O), (0. e,), (0, e,)] 
=(l?,f@...@fi,,f@k(e,,e,),O) 
=(U,f~...~~,,f~U,,+,f,O). 
For I!?,,,, = R(e,,, eJ or k+, = L(e,,, e,), the proof is similar. 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let E be a comtrans algebra over a field @. Let 
V=(E A E)CB(E@E)CB(E@E). 
Then the universal enveloping algebra k, of E is isomorphic to the tensor algebra 
T(V) over V. 
Proof. With suitable identifications, the set C of Lemma 4.3 is a basis for V. Let 
2”’ be the free monoid over C. The embedding of Z into eE extends to a monoid 
homomorphism of C* into (the underlying monoid of) M,. By Lemma 4.4, this 
homomorphism injects. Identify .Z * with its image. The image C* spans fi,, 
since K(e,, e,) = R(e,, e,) + L(e,, e,) and K(e,, e,) = -K(e,, e,) + R(e;, e,) + 
R(e,, e,) + L(e,, e,) + L(e,, e,) for i < j. By Lemma 4.4, the image 2 * is linearly 
independent. Thus Z A is a basis for (the underlying vector space of) M,, whence 
&, is isomorphic to the tensor algebra T(V) over V. q 
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